RELIGION PROJECTS
Designed by Lori Odhner, Wendy Hoo, and Sonia Werner

Text: II Samuel 23:1-2, Psalm 1
Subject: The Way of the Righteous
Dole Notes: Volume: 3  Chapter: 81  Page: 356
Age Group: Junior: 9-11

Materials: newspaper, smocks
- cardboard boxes (not too well glued)
- exacto knives or razor blades with masking tape on one edge
- brayer, ink, plate of glass
- paper, pencils
  (white and/or colored)

Teacher Preparation:
- make sample to make sure cardboard is easy to work with
- cut cardboard into various sizes (from 5” to 8” square or rectangles)

Procedure:
- using the thin wall (if there is a choice)
  draw in pencil a tree planted by rivers, with fruit on it. Make the drawing simple — no intricate lines
- with knife or razor, cut away part of drawing, gently lifting the thin wall up off the corrugated hang, one at a time
- roll with brayer of ink (use glass to roll ink on) and print as many as you like — could be printed on folded paper and used as cards to send to friends

Notes: use water-based, printing ink

Music: First Songs:
Lori's tape: Sower: Blessed is He
Liturgy: 579, 602, 461